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Kathryn Kelly : Misled: Death Dwellers MC, Book 1 before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would
be worth my time, and all praised Misled: Death Dwellers MC, Book 1:
2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Kathryn Kelly created an MC filled with violence, brotherhood,
love, passion that makes the reader want more!By FranOverall Rating: 4.25 Rockinrsquo; ????Misled is the first book
in Kathryn Kelly's series Death Dwellers MC series. This book is raw, gritty and I absolutely adored the writing style
used by this author. She delivered a believable story that leads you on a roller coaster ride of emotional highs, lows
and stomach dropping twists. This is the story of Christopher and Meganrsquo;s journey.Christopher "Outlaw"
Caldwell is one sexy beast. He is the President of the Death Dwellers MC and he takes what he wants. His former
mentor Joseph "Boss" Foy has created a mess and Outlaw is left to clean up not realizing that his life will forever
change when he meets Boss' daughter Megan.Megan is running from an abusive home to the only person she knows
can help her - her dad. When she reaches his club he is nowhere to be found and she is turned away. She is homeless,
penniless, starving with no one to turn too! While searching for help she is attacked and nearly beat to death.
Christopher finds her in the woods and takes her back to the club against his better judgment.Megan and Christopher's
relationship is rocky at best in this drama filled saga. He fights his inner demons believing he will never be good
enough for her. She is young beautiful and vulnerable. He is protective and overbearing most of the time. As I was
reading, I wondered how in the world would the two most unlikely individuals in up together? How will the author
weave her plot in such a way that Megan and Christopher would be able to fall in love? There were so many obstacles
that I didn't think they would end up together. Do they have a future together? Only time will tell if they survive!Hero:
4 starsHeroine: 4.25 starsPlot: 4.25Steam level: 4.5Cliffhanger: NoWould I recommend this book: Yes. This is MC
romance at its best. I enjoyed getting lost in the mystery, drama and suspense this author created with her use of
characters and plot development.Would I recommend this author: Yes. Kathryn Kelly created an MC filled with
violence, brotherhood, love, and passion that makes the reader want more. This author takes her readers to place that
they will want to revisit often.***Received an ARC of this book from the Author in exchange for an honest
review***7 of 7 people found the following review helpful. Outlaw *sigh*By Mallory HowarthI have to be honest
here and say that I put off purchasing this book for a while because some of the reviews were less than desirable, I
don't usually let my self worry to much about other peoples opinions because everybody feels differently about things
but the mention of cheating is what put me off. I don't like to read about the main characters cheating or being cheated
on it isn't my thing, so I wasn't going to purchase Misled after that. But the storyline intrigued me and I always kept
coming back to it until one night I just decided to make up my own mind and I one clicked! I am so glad I did, because
I absolutely loved this story.I love Outlaw he had so many feelings for Megan and had no idea what to do with them

and yes he made mistakes a lot along the way, but with every mistake he made I could see he had nothing but the best
intentions. There were many times I wanted to reach through my Kindle and slap him across the head but he really did
try hard. He has an absolutely filthy mouth which I think just adds to his character but I can see how a lot of people
would be put off by it, he is definitely not for everyone!Megan I love her aswell, and there were times she annoyed me
too but I think its important to remember that she is a vulnerable 18 year old girl who has had her fair share of crap
dealt to her in her life. She just wanted to feel safe and loved. And aside from Outlaws mother she is the only person
who truly loves him.Ok so on to my thoughts about the whole "cheating" thing. As I said before I have a hard time
dealing with cheating between the main characters in a book. I sat patiently reading and waiting for the heartbreak I
thought was coming, but in my opinion it never really came. Sure there were a couple of minor indiscretions but none
of which I would describe as cheating simply for the fact that even though I believe Outlaw was in love with Megan
from the start he never promised her anything and he was completely open with her about his intentions, of course she
didn't like it but she agreed to it so I don't really see him at fault in that situation.All in all I completely understand that
this is a story some people wont like (I thought I would be one of them) but when all was said and done they loved
each other and that's good enough for me.If you enjoy stories with over the top, foul mouthed, possessive and
dominate bikers then this story if definitely for you. I cant say if you will disappointed or not (I know I wasn't) but
you'll just have to make up your own mind.5 stars from me, no cliffhanger and a HEA with more books in the series
on the way! So long as Kathryn keeps writing, I will keep reading!0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Could be greatBy Lenna WBVery gritty, and dark. It was good overall but there were things that stood out.Things that
Stands out so far-- what happened after she went out the bathroom window and before running from Rack...- grammar
needs to re-looked over again, loads of places didn't read out right to many words in sentences that don't need to be
there OR sentences just don't make any sense...- overused of the word bitch, all women including mother's are being
called bitches even right to their faces and they are okay with it...- Megan- Meggie- is 18 and gets treated like a child,
Christopher 'Outlaw' is almost 33 and thinks he's king pin of the place... BTW his mother is 47, from my calculations
she was 14 or 15 when she had him and he has older sisters? Something don't add up right...- Outlaw will and do get
one of his favorites under him no matter if he has Megan in his bed and don't deny after Megan and him are together
that he won't stop being with another if the mood strikes him. Cheating player...-she's been abused by her stepfather
but Outlaw is emotionally abusive towards Megan and yet she still gives in moments after he puts her down he gets
what he wants...
Megan "Meggie" Foy has had a tough life. Her home life is nothing as it seems. Living with her mother and stepfather
is a complete nightmare. They seem to have the perfect little family, but appearances can be deceiving and monsters
are closer than you think. When her body and mind can take no more abuse at the hands of her stepfather, Meggie
finally decides to run, hoping her father, MC President of the Death Dwellers' Joseph "Boss" Foy, can save her and
rescue her terrified mother from the clutches of her step-monster, before it's too late for them. Christopher "Outlaw"
Caldwell deals in a world of violence, sex, drugs, and crudity. As current president of the Death Dwellers' MC, he
presides over a club in chaos after the death of their longtime president and his mentor, Joseph "Boss" Foy. Outlaw is
trying to keep everything with the club in his control. What happens when more trouble arises in the form of a blondehaired, 18-year-old beauty with the same eyes as his former mentor? Meggie discovers her daddy is gone and now
there may be no one to save her and her mother. How will she feel when she finds out the man who killed him is the
man she's falling in love with? Can Outlaw get past his demons to truly find love with Meggie and peace with the
death of Boss Foy? Alliances will be made, loyalties tested, lives will be lost, but will love conquer all in the world of
bikers and revenge? Warning: For mature audiences only. Contains physical abuse, violence, rape, and excessive
profanity.
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